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April 7, 2016 There is another threat about Paladin tanks on the forum, but it is not so good to understand the basics of new players who decide to play as a Paladin tank. First of all, I'd like to start with this: Tanking is more and more of an art rather than a science so you can really improvise in how you feel that it will be much better for
your style of play, not what most of the Pally Tanks use. Also, it's a PvE oriented guide! Abbreviations Useful acronyms to protect Paladins (most of them are not used in this guide) EH - Effective Health HS - Holy Shield SS- Sacred Shield AS - Avenger Shield HotR - Hammer of righteous SHR - Shield of Righteousness SoW - Seal of
Wisdom SoR - Seal of righteousNess SoV - Seal of Revenge / Seal Corruption SoC - Seal Command SoL - Seal of Light SoJ - Seal Justice JoW - Decision of Wisdom JoL - Court of Light JoJ - Court Of Justice LoH - Put on Hands HoJ - Hammer Justice CD - Cooldown GCD - Global Cooldown AM - Aura Mastery DiSac - Divine Victim DG
- Divine Guardian DP - Divine Protection DS - Divine Shield / Bubble HoP - HoSac Protection Hand - Hand of Sacrifice HoF - Hand of Freedom HoS - Hand of Salvation (G)BoM - (Big) Blessing Might (G)BoW - (Big) Blessing of Wisdom (G)BoS - (Big) Blessing of the Sanctuary (G) BoK - (Big) Blessing Kings Str - Agi Power - Agility Int -
Stam Intelligence - Stamina AP - Attack Power SP - Spell Power TPS - Threat in Second DPS - Damage per second PPM - Proc per minute DMG - Damage DR - Damage BV - Block Value Frequently Asked Questions What's Best Race for Paladin Tanks? For the Alliance, all three races have their advantages. As for your hordes really
have no choice because the blood elves are the only race than The Paladin can be. Dwarfs have 5 examinations when they use mace while people have only 3 with swords and meisas also dwarfs have Stoneform, which is quite useful when they bleed effects also a good CD when there is a huge physical Spike DMG. People, on the
other hand, each person is for themselves, which proves useful when you need to remove some kind of fear/stun effect for the safety of some of your healers, and it is much better to use this rather than the Divine Shield causing the DS to clear all your threats. Draenei has only Self Healing, which helps during alignment and when your
agriculture. 1% Heath Reid Broad is useful too, but in most cases there are more than 1 Draenei in the raid. Blood elves have a way of interupt casters, which because of Arcane Torrent and mana return helps reduce downtime while you're aligning or farming. Plentiful bosnuses for both JC and Ench may come usefull too to miss those
hard farm alignments In addition, people can finish their rep farm 10% faster and gnomes can track treasure chests. Race chtai crealy all about looks so choose whatever you you Most of all. I have 540 defense skills, so I have to be uninturated, but some mobs in cases or outdoors are still criticizing me. What's going on with that? Most
Open mobs and some instances of mobs and mutts are buffs that increase their critically, but that's not what yours should worry about bacause is not a famous boss who have a higher than 5.6% crit chance, which is actually why cover 540. For other questions feel free to PM me or ask here I will gladly answer them. Stats and Ratings
Stats Force - 1 Str No 2 AP - 10 Str No 5 BV (6.5 with redoubt) - 10 Str 6 SP because of Touched Light Str is the main threat stat for Pallys, Because it gives you more SP, BV and AP, which are stats that make all your abilities stronger, since most of your spells scale from AP and SP (HotR Libra only from AP) and ShR scales directly with
BV. In addition, the BV gives you a small amount of DR, since most of the time you will be blocking attacks. Stamina Every point of Stamina increases your HP pool by 10. Also Sacred Duty and Combat Ratings increase your Stamina by 8% and 6% respectively and a total of 14.48%. Stam is also a statistic you should be looking for a
reason on the WoTLK Melee attack is not that big a problem for tanks. Agility - 59.89 Agi and 1% dodge chance. - 52.08 Agi and 1% chance of melee. All your abilities (exept Exorcism) scale with Melee Crit - 1 Agi and 2 Armor Although this gives you direct mitigation of DMG and avoidanceits not statistics that you would like a gem or
outfit for since the rating give much more Dodge and Armor is at every point you get. Intelligence - 1 Int No 15 Mana - 166.67 Intelligence - 1% chance of a spell. Int is pretty unneeded for the pot but it has its usefullnes but has only to come from Buffs and nothing else. The increase in your mana pool means more mana from
replenishment effects, as well as more mana from the sanctuary. It also gives you a spell of crits, but the only thing that benefits from the Crete spell is your healing and your exorcism, and none of them are included in your rotation. Combat Ratings Defense Rating - 4.92 Defense Rating - 1 Skill Defense (If you are new to this statistic, pay
close attention to the difference between defense rating and defense skills.) - 25 defense skills gives: - 1% chance to take a critical hit from close range or range (not spell) attacks. - 1% chance of being missed - 1% chance to dodge, parry, and block (everyone). Most mobs have a 5% Crit Chance vs. Level 80 player with 400 defense
skills (which is a basic skill for all classes) and you should avoid that. Each 1 level difference give a 0.2% increase in Crit Chance and for level 83 (which is the level of all bosses) makes it a total 5.6% Crit chance so that means 5.6 and 25,140 defense skills (689 defense rankings) and a total of 540 defense skills needed to avoid the
criticisms of the boss. For Heroics the highest level of boss in there is and you need 535 Def Rate (664 defense rankings) in order to be a Crete Caped. Dodge Rating - 45.25 rating and 1% chance to dodge. - Dodging an attack means you wount take any DMG away from it. - Dodge suffers from reduced profits means that the more Dodge
you have the more ranking you need for 1%. There are no exact graphs about them. Parry Rating -45.25 rating and 1% chance parried. - Parry just as Dodge suffers from Diminishin returns. - Pair attacks also mean you wount take DMG for it. -Parried Attacks reduces your swing timer (also known as Parry Hastings) Block Rating - 16.29
block rating and 1% chance to block. It doesn't suffer from a decrease in profits. - The block is much cheaper than dodge or parry or even defense at the point of avoidance; however, the lock only absorbs the amount of damage equal to the value of the block. Hit Rating - 32.79 hit rating and 1% chance of getting into melee or in attack
range (-1% chance to miss). For our purposes, this applies to melee swings (white damage), vengeful shield, The Hammer of the Righteous, the Shield of Righteousness, the Hammer of Wrath, and the Courts. Against the boss of Raid, melee and range of attacks have a base 8% chance to miss (this has changed from 9% in TBC), so the
263 hit rating is required to eliminate all melee misses if there are no other bonuses to hit. - Draenei have a racial aura that gives 1% a hit. This reduces the requirement for melee hit-drop to 230 hit rating if you are draenei or one in your group. (It's only for the group to have a positive effect, not a raid all over the buff.) It doesn't necessarily
have to be Hit Caped as a tank, Hit should only be considered if you need it for specific fights, or if you don't have a threat. Also keep in mind that Spell Hit tables scale differently. The only abilities that require blow spells are our ridicule and exorcism. Rating expertise - 8.10 expert rating No.1 (just like the defense you have two separate
things) - 1 Examination - 0.25% reduce the chances of Dodge and Parry for your attacks - 32.79 experience scores - -1% dodge and -1% parried for your attacks. Effective exepertise cap 26 for the Dodges, but that really doesn't concern you that much. The thing that concerns you is Parry, since you are aways attacking from the front and
thus making your attacks parry. When the boss fends off the attack his Swing Timer gets cut by 40% (as mentioned above), making the boss hit you harder. Most bosses have 11% to 15%, which means you need something like 56 Expertise and that ammount is almost impossible to get. My advice is to make the gears to avoid and take
as much expertise as you can get your hands on, but no goal straighly for this stat. Block Value Although it's not a rating I would point out that it's a strong Mitingation statistic because every point causing your blocks to avoid another additional DMG point also BV increases your DMG and thereby increasing your threat. April 7, 2016 Talent
Builds There are 56 Talent points that are a must for you to be an effective tank and 3 that are just to get to higher levels. These 3 of them should be put on talents in the first 5 tiers. Core Build - This includes all the major talents and 3 necessary points to go down to other levels put in by the Divine Sacrifice and the Divine Keeper,
although the Divine Sacrifice is better used with the Divine Shield on bacuase, if you plan to use it without it you are more likely to die. But the real power here is in the Divine Guardian because it improves your SS a lot. These 3 points can be put simply where you want it doesn't have that much of an impact, but I highly recommend this as
a kernel because of its usefulness. For the remaining 12 Talent Points: Retribution 0/53/18 This is the most common build that most palli use however for Warmane WoW I think it would be best to get those 2 points in Vindication and move them to Imp BoM with Vindication proc Stakes here to suck and it's hard to maintain a high uptime
out of Debuff. Some PPL would also like to get points in condemnation for further Increasement.An, for example, build for this will be this. Here you lose most of your mobility due to the fall of Persuit Justice and a lot of AoE threats due to print command, and also you lose some utilities due to the fall of Vindication (Imp BoM as mentioned
above). The Holy Saint offers only high utility, but at the expense of reduced threat. A great example for Saint as a way to put your given Lazeil from Paragon. This specification and Glyph installation is used mainly by 25 people Lich King, where there are many tanks changing and the threat is not a problem there it uses most of its abilities
to reduce the DMG raid also tank DMG (Imp LoH, AM and DiSac). Note that he put 5/5 Divinity and the reason for this is mainly because the 25 Man King-Lich is very intense to heal and it helps healers to deal easily with it. 1 point in HoJ is put because it makes HoJ available for every Valkirye spawning. At all other points in Saint is
preferred to be selected when there is a lot of Spike DMG at the meeting, thus making that choice rather situational. The credits go to @theckhd and @Dorvan from maintankadin forums mainly for The Holy Part since I have never played Holy/Prot NOTE: Keep in mind that at present on Warmane's excuse and judgments just don't work
on NPCs and only on players so it is advisable to drop points from them and put them somewhere else. Justification: In all Lazeil from Paragon gives a great example that you can change your talents the way your role is on this given requires, as you can see, that it dropped some of the core talent just to improve the survivability of the
group through the threat and with the LK 25 Man hard mode does not require that much of the threat of this spec has much utility out there. So, in a way is to put your talents wherever you want them and Core Build something like a starting point for new tanks in time they can make a choice that suits them best. The rotation is pulled first
before the beginning of the attraction, throwing the Divine Prayer and the Sacred Shield. Pull out the boss with a hand of reckoning and shield avenger after you position yourself you should consider using the 696 Rotation. 696 Rotation Is basically using your cooling with 6 seconds of CD and 9 seconds of CD. The ability to cool down with
6 seconds is the shield of righteousness and the Hammer of the Righteous. Thus, the diet should be something like this: SHR - - - - - - - - - - - - SHR - - - - - - - - - - - - - HotR - ... 9-second-cooled abilities - This is the Holy Shield, The Consecration and the Judgment. The Holy Shield actually has 8 Sec CD, but it has 10 Sec duration and
consecration has 8 sec CDs, but because of GCD called abilites (1.5 sec) and thus making it avaiable for aprox every 9 seconds in most cases. So when we turn on the final rotation should be: SHR - HS - HotR - Conc - ShR - Judge - HotR - HS - ShR ... For this rotation some ppl prefer to throw a decision before concentration and its not
wrong by its just personal preferences. Also, it roration locks most of your spell bacause each time the compact is something longer when you need to continue spinning. Avenger's Shield should also be used on a CD for its utility and you must change in rotation for Conc or Judge. Here's a video that shows exactly how the 696 Rotation
works - Youtube Multi Target Tanking Rotations Start the same as a 696 rotation one, but for that I start with Conc then HotR to catch agro and prevent mobs from jumping on healers. So the rotation should be something like this: Conc - HotR - HS - SHR - Judge - HotR - Conc - SHR - HS - HotR - HotR - Judge... It's again more like a 696
rotation, but as mentioned above, you get a crucial start to the agro, and you don't let the basket jump on a healer or another DPS Middle Combat that uses abilities that hit different targets (Heart Strike, Whirlwind, Divine Storm, etc.). As I said before Tanking is an art, and when it comes to spinning you can use your abilities the way it
suits you better, but aways try to maximize your potential. Seals and aura for aura selection make it clear that your must aways use Devotion Aura caise this gives you DMG mitigation. NOTE: If you have Essence Gossamer to use Retri Aura cause lovers removes your Dev Aura Seal Revenge / Seal Corruption - This is your main seal of
tanks and you should aways use it, say nothing more about it. Seal Command - This seal is mainly used in Multi Target Tanking, so most of your abilities are considered to be one target and thus tread its secondary effect. Seal of Wisdom - It's the seal of choice when you do Heroics and you miss mana also it's aligning seal you you you
use, since there you don't get much of a healing. Print Light - I personaly use this print when I'm aligning and when I collect a lot of mobs because I need healing from this and I get the necessary mana from BoS. Print Righteousness - This seal is mostly used in low-level tanks just before you get a SoV, then its completely replaced it.
Glyph should have Glyphs Glyph Divine pleading - This glyph should have a glyph for all tanks and its pretty self-explanation. When divine pleading is active (and it's all the time because of the light protected) you get 3% DR. Glyph printing revenge - This is another glyph you should have a reason for the examination is quite difficult to get
as a tank and it gives you a total of 10 and since the examination is a curious mitigation of the stats (see above for the examination rating and parry) it makes it mandatory. Situational Glyph Glyph Righteous Defense - We all know that missed ridicule means that someone is likely to die and thus makes this glyph a very valuable choice.
While Pally has 2 Taunt there are cases that you have to tease over one target and thus this glyph as a situational one. Glyph Rescue - This is another situational Glyph bacause that makes you lose a lot of threat, but it gives you 20% DR on 2 minutes CD. Use this glyph carefully because most of the fights you need to hold hell a lot agro
and there it's just not useful at all. Note: Do not use this glyph if you have Aggro problems. Glyph Hammer Righteous - This Glyph is your best choice for Basket Tanks and AoE Tanking, but its situational reason if you MT it makes it completely involuntary because that extra bounce won't be put into use. Glyph Shield Avenger - This is
your best choice if you're MT your guild and thus your don't tank that many mobs most of the time. Normally I prefer to use this Glyph because most of the time hit 3 Mobs is enough, and there isn't that much need for glyph HotR. Rejected Glyph Glyph spiritual setting - It's rejected bacause, if you happen to need mana, then it's most likely
your pretty well directed and you do heroism. And the simplest there you can change soV for SoW to save your mana needs. Glyph Court - Your judgment hasn't hit hard at all just using them to maintain their influence on the target, not for the added threat. Glyph Seal righteousness - Even with this Glyph SoR can't reaggra SoV, in a way
that makes this glyph waste. Glyph Shield of Righteousness - No ShR has a fairly low cost of Mana so don't need to lower it further remember that you have a Blue Rage bar, and if you don't have mana on the raid, then it's most like that healers are dead and wiping. Glyph exorcism - It's glyph for Retri pale you don't use in your rotations,
so it makes this glyph not nude. April 7, 2016 Jaming, Proffesit, Cosumatabls and Enchanta Enchanta Skinning, herbalism and tailoring are all crap for tanks so just forget about them. Engeneering is also pretty crap for the tank, but it's more useful that the ones listed above. Forging - gives you 2 extra slots for your hands and wrist. You
get 60 Stam, 40 Dodge Rating, 40 Def Rating or you can gem with any combination you want, thus means it's the most flexible ledge for you. Not to mention the fact that you can create some good BoE epics yourself when you level. Jewelcrafting - Gives you 63 stutters, 42 Dodge Rating, 42 Def Rating or any gems you choose to take.
But usuallyy every tank on WoTLK uses Stam stacks mainly because their melee attacks are nothing special and thus avoiding tankers is not apear too much. Leather work - gives you another 62 Stam because of its fur lining. Mining - Gives you a flat 60 Stam boost, but the flip side of this is that there's no insedation for the Saints or Retri
Off Specs Inscription - 40 Dodge and 5 Def Rating more than SoH Enchants. The downside is that it doesn't just avoid effective hp subtitude. Alchemy - provides 750 hp if a flask is used. When using Elixirs, choose one from each series: - 400 armor, 375 hp, or 22 defense rating for Guardian Elexirs - 25 str, 22 agility, 10 stats for the Battle
of Elexirs Note: Although Mixology doesn't work here it's good to know when it gets fixed what you can get from it. Enchants Head: Arcanum of stalwart Wearer Shoulder: Big Inscription Pinnacle or Big Inscription Gladiator Personality I prefer more stamina, but if you decide you need more avoidance choose SoH One Master Inscription
Pinnacle - Inscription Only Breasts: Enchant Breasts - Powerful Stats or Enchant Breasts - Super Health Enchant Breasts - Defense If Your Not Def Caped : If you don't have Persuit Justice specs then take Enchant Boots - Vitality Feet Tuscar: Frosthide Foot Armor Wrist: Enchant Brecers - Essential Stamina Fur Lining - Stamina -
Leather-only cloak: Charchant Cloak - Titanweave If your Def Caped then Enchant Cloak - Mighty Armor Shield: Charchant Shield - Defense If Your Defed then choose one of them: Enchant Shield - Major Stamina Titan Plating (I personaly prefer this) Weapons A: Enchant Weapons - Blade Ward, Enchant Weapon - Blood Drain both of
these enchantments don't work properly. What I mean: Blade Ward proces it will give you Parry Buff, but doesn't do DMG on your next parry. Draining blood doesn't stack up and doesn't heal you when you fall below 35% means it's not helpful here. Another option for Warmane is the Enchant weapon - crusader because it has no reduced
proc rate on PPL above the level of 60. Geming Jewecrafting Only Gems: Flashing Dragon Eye Thin Dragon Eye Yellow Thick Dragon in the Eye blue solid dragon Meta Gems Strict Earthsiege Diamond is the best choice, but I personaly personaly Perpetual Earthsiege Diamond Red Rosette: Regal Dreadstone Defender Dreadstone Pick
That Ever Stat You Need More. I also ruled out Pure Dodge and Parry from them, since you need to stutter a lot. If you don't, however, need a Dodge or Perry stack of Stamina yellow sockets: Thick royal amber is the only option and fill them only then, When You Miss Def Rating Blue Sockets: Solid Majestic Prismatic Gems: Nightmare
Tear My Advice is to Get a Nightmare Tear and Put It in a Red or Yellow Nest, which gives the most stamina for active your meta gemstone (if you decide to use BV Meta to choose one of the Red Rosette gems listed above) the rest of your sockets fill with a solid However, if you are missing Def Rate you should cosider taking Elixir
Mighty Defense and Elixir Food Guru: Dragonfin Filet Rhinolicious Wormsteak Both of these products give you 40 Stam real choices if you have very low experience to take Wormsteak or take Filet because it gives you more threat. I know that the leadership has become too long, but in the end the point of taking a guide for new players is
to better understand this class of (special) mechanics. If you have other questions, feel free to ask them here, PM me or whisper me in the game. Hopefully this will help some of the Tanking Pallys at Warmane. April 11, 2016 Thank you for updating this outstanding guide. I've been reading this since 2014. For glove antennas there are
reinforcement gloves made by tanners not connected in the pickup truck, and can be sold at auction. Adds 240 armor to gloves is probably better than 18 endurance from armor kits. What do you think? 34207#created-by also, are the blood plum and Blade Ward charm weapons still bugged in the recently released WOTLK core? It was
not updated on April 12, 2016. Waldamer hasn't been working in two months. He just got bumped up because of the imminent cleaning. It was not updated on April 12, 2016. Waldamer hasn't been working in two months. He just got bumped up because of the imminent cleaning. In this case, does anyone know if blood draining and Blade
Ward weapon enchants are working properly in the recently released WOTLK core warmane (since March 2016)? April 12, 2016 use mongoose or simple agility. And never a gem for a dodge or a parry. Flexibility is much better all around the stat for paladins. Even if it gives a little less avoid additional mitigation (which has a linear scale,
so no DR in terms of EH) and the threat is completely worth it. March 5, 2017 Can u confirm that the last set of prot pala bonnus only for 10 seconds once or time until the divine plea is active? March 5, 2017 Can u confirm that the last set of prot pala bonnus only for 10 seconds once or all the time until the divine plea is active? This is a
limited limited Just like all other tank level bonuses. March 5, 2017 Then it means that the one I push divine pleads will get 12% dodge within 10 seconds, and in all the next manual activation (after 1 minute) will take another 12% to dodge for 10 sec and so on? If that means a person it's a very bad bonus :(, neither the first is also good ..
March 5, 2017 Bonus is actually pretty decent. This is another defensive CD. Of course, if you compare it to other tank bonuses, it leaves much to be desired. March 9, 2017 Use mongoose or simple agility. And never a gem for a dodge or a parry. Flexibility is much better all around the stat for paladins. Even if it gives a little less avoid
additional mitigation (which has a linear scale, so no DR in terms of EH) and the threat is completely worth it. Agility is not worth it for a protege Paladin @all. Of course, on the main side, you can ench Mongoose, it's good, but still the blade chamber is better, since now it works as it should work (atlast parried bonus, I'm not sure if its doing
DMG on the next parry). And about dodge gems and parrying, let me say its not worth it. Will you lose 10k and HP in icc by 3% more Dodge or 3% more parried? And believe me with this fixed DMG at King Lich, you want to get as much stamina as you can. So a gem for total stamina. Aslo that 3% dodge or 3% parry does not mean that
you will shy away from attacks more, it only means that you will have a better chance of dodge. In some cases, it may happen that you have 40% evasion and in 1 minute you do not dodge any attack, and sometimes at 10% dodge you 3-4 times in a row. His luck depended so that's why endurance is best suited for tanks. March 9, 2017 if
any, you should use a blood drain rather than a blade ward march 10, 2017 Blood Plum looks good on paper, but in fact it's not worth using. With an 80k HP tank, that ench will proc when you fall below 35% of your maximum HP whitch is 28k and it will heal you for 2k. On LOD you get constant 35k-45k hits, so imagine you're on a 70k HP
and you get a 45k hit and you'll drop to 25k hp. this ench will proc and heal you for 2k and you'll be at 27k. The next hit is LK mele, say its 35k boom and BOOM. The tank is dead. On the other hand, if you use a blade ward and you have 2-3 stacks of it. Its 600 more parry raiting and you recive the same hit for 45k and 25k hp, only this
time you'll be parried the next attack and survive. Anyway its better to use the blade chamber over the blood drain, I would only use blood drain ench if you do solo some low lvl raid and you have to survive your own healing. March 10, 2017 Smash dmg the ability from the CD, save the sacred shield and holy shield, get carried by healers
to forget the pop defensive and ardent carry gg ez, WTF hard about it lol. Lol. Lol. wotlk prot paladin guide warmane. wotlk prot paladin leveling guide. wotlk prot paladin gear guide. wotlk prot paladin pvp guide
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